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About Ladakh Marathon
Ladakh Marathon is a unique opportunity for runners from around India and the world to
run with local Ladakhis through an ancient Buddhist kingdom grappling with the rapid 
changes of today. The historic capital of Leh, the stunning vistas as you cross the Indus River 
and the dramatic climb up to the Khardung La from Nubra will leave you with lifelong 
memories and a chance to say you ran Ladakh, the world’s highest marathon. It is an annual 
event that takes place in LEH during the month of September.
 
Being certified by AIMS (Association of International Marathons and Distance Races), it has 
put the event on the global marathon calendar. Khardung La Challenge, one of the four races 
of the event, is now the world’s highest and among the toughest ultra marathons, that is 
attracting some of the best runners from across the globe.



Acclimatisation
Acclimatisation is imperative and important if you are planning to participate and run the 
Ladakh Marathon. It depends entirely on one’s personal body condition as some acclimatise 
very fast and some take several days. We strongly recommend arriving in Leh at least a week
to 10 days ahead of race day so that you are well acclimatised for the race. The earlier you 
arrive in Leh, the better it is for your run!

For 21 km and 42 km – runners are advised to arrive at least 7-10 days in advance

For 07 km – runners are advised to arrive at least 5 days in advance

High Altitude sickness occurs when your body does not adjust to the altitude due to lack of 
oxygen. It is common to feel light headed when you land in Leh as the air is thin and rarefied. 
Following the rules of acclimatisation, you need to take things easy in order to acclimatise 
properly and not rush around. On arrival, it is imperative to take “complete rest” on Day 1. 
You need to sleep on arrival, go slow, not move around too much and not go to the high points 
around Leh. 
It is also important to keep yourself hydrated so drink plenty of water, soups and avoid alcohol 
for the first few days. Diamox, a diuretic, is taken by most people from the 
previous night before arriving in Leh. Those allergic to sulphur drugs should consult with the 
doctor for an alternative. Serious conditions of altitude sickness is about fluid retention in the 
lungs (High Altitude Pulmonary Edema) and High altitude cerebral edema (fluid retention in the 
brain), taking a diuretic aids the process of acclimatisation. It is not a medicine for altitude 
sickness but an aid to help you acclimatise.

With proper acclimatisation , altitude should not be an issue which is the reason we recommend 
runners to arrive at least a week ahead of race day to prepare themselves. With so much to see and 
do in Ladakh, you can spend several days and weeks visiting the various sites, enjoying activities 
like trekking and rafting and at the same time practicing for Race Day! So Runners, come early, 
enjoy this awesome place and run for Ladakh!

For more information on acclimatisation please click below link.
https://www.himalayanclub.org/downloads/acclimatisation-healthy-in-high-himalayas.pdf

Runners’ Checklist
Whether you are a returnee or first time runner, here’s a checklist to ensure a safe run!

• Read the Runners’ Information guide in entirety

• Schedule to arrive in Leh at a minimum 7 days ahead

• Ensure to make contact with the Ladakh Marathon Team once you have arrived in Leh 

• Ensure that you have undergone the medical check in Leh which is for your own safety



• Familiarise yourself with the route map and gradient of the course

• Ensure to carry a photo ID proof as same is required for bib collection

• Ensure that you have provided the organisers with emergency contact and 
 medical details

BIB Collection & Timing
Running bibs and timing chips are to be collected from the Ladakh Marathon Hub at NDS 
memorial Stadium in Leh. Please do not forget to bring out a photo identity proof at the time 
of Bib collection.

07km – Ladakh Residents
Bib distribution for runners from Ladakh for the 07km race will start from Sunday 25th August 
until Saturday 31tst September.

07km, 21km and 42km races
Bib distribution for all runners of these three races will start from  Wednesday 4th September 
until Friday 6th September.

It is mandatory for participants of the categories 21km Half Marathon, 42km Marathon to 
collect their running bibs and timing chips in person.

Race Day & Timing
Sunday 08 September 2019 for 07 km, 21 km and 42 km races

RACE REPORT TIME START TIME CUT OFF No. Of 
AID STATIONS

42KM 5:00 AM 6:00 AM 6 hr 30 min 14
21KM 5:00 AM 6:30 AM 3hr 45 min 8
7KM 5:00 AM 6:45 AM NIL 2

Baggage Deposit
Runners can deposit their belongings at the baggage counters at NDS Memorial Stadium on 
race day. These can be collected from same counters after finishing the race. Please keep your 
baggage tag filled with details beforehand while leaving for NDS Stadium on race day. Bags 
those are not labelled properly will not be accepted for deposit.  

Medical Support & Hydration Points
On Race Day there will be hydration points providing water, Gatorade energy drink, banana, 
Dates etc. There will be Toilet facilities will also be available at different intervals along the 
marathon course.  
The race is being organised with the full support of the Ladakh Autonomous Hill Development 
Council in Leh that will be providing support for crowd and traffic control as well as medical 
support including ambulances, doctors and nurses on standby. Volunteers equipped with walkie-
talkie will be deployed at regular intervals along the route as will other volunteers on mountain 
bikes.  A sweep bus will follow runners who cannot continue and bring them to the finish point.



Getting to the start point
All participants of three races need to report at 5.00 AM at NDS Memorial Stadium, Leh. 
Leh being a small town, the starting point of the races is within walking distance from the town 
centre approximately 2-3km. On Sunday 08 September 2019, there will be partial road 
closure along the Ladakh Marathon course to facilitate the smooth running of the races.



RACE INFORMATION

7K - Ladakh Run for Fun
The 07KM run is the shortest race and has attracted the widest participation among runners 
across different age groups and genders. This race is particularly for fun and is open to everyone 
ranging from students to elders, armed forces and families stationed at Leh, and tourists who 
happen to be in Leh during the marathon time.

Course 
Starting from the NDS. Memorial Stadium the 07 km route follows the Marathon course along 
the Leh-Manali highway till a little before the ITBP camp from where it makes a U-turn and 
retraces steps to the start point.

Cut Off Time NIL



21K- Half Marathon
The Half Marathon takes you through the town of Leh and its outskirts and includes a loop 
that starts and ends at the NDS Memorial Stadium grounds. If you are not ready for the full 
marathon yet then running the half marathon first helps you prepare for the marathon. 
The beautiful race course is known for being particularly tough, despite being comparably 
shorter than the full marathon.

Course 
Starting from the NDS Memorial Stadium in Leh, the 21.1km Half Marathon route follows the 
42km Marathon route for initial 1.5kms until the diversion to the village of Saboo. The course 
turns left at the Saboo gate and climb gently for 1.5kms with the Oasis of Saboo Village ahead. 
Leaving the Saboo road the course then turns right towards the Mahabodhi Centre going down-
hill all the way till it reaches the Leh-Manali highway. From here the course follows the highway 
crossing past the residence of HH The Dalai Lama for 2 kms and then take a loop to follow the 
Manali-Leh highway, again past the residence of HH The Dalai Lama on the left to the village of 
Choglamsar. From here the course is an uphill run for about 4kms, running past Tibetan Refugee 
settlement, Indo-Tibetan Border Police and HIMANK headquarters. For the final 1km the trail 
flattens as runners enter Leh town to finish at the NDS Memorial Stadium grounds.

Cut Off Time 3hr 45min





42K- Marathon
Running a Marathon is itself a challenge but running the LADAKH MARATHON (42.1km) 
is even a greater challenge. A tough race at a high altitude, the Ladakh Marathon is not for those 
with no experience in running marathons but for those who have had dedicated themselves to 
several months of training. Individuals new to running should begin with a shorter distance and 
then move up. If you are a serious long distance runner this will be one race that will be a “must 
do” and one that you will always remember and be talking about for a long time to come.

Course
Starting from Riglam School, Choglamsar, the 42.1 km Marathon route follows the Leh-Manali 
Highway past the ITBP camp to the settlement of Choglamsar. On the right you can see the 
brightly painted Chortens and the residence of His Holiness the Dalai Lama. The first stretch of 
around 2 kms is a downhill run before it flattens near Sindhu Ghat. From here, the runners will 
continue to follow the Leh-Manali Highway and on the way will run past Sindhu Ghat and you 
then turn right to run through the main street of lower Shey village till the Church. At the Church 
the runners will reconnect with the highway and run past the iconic Shey Palace before diverting 
and turning right from the Highway near Druk Padma Karpo School. From here, the course is a 
straight run for around a kilometer. During this stretch, the runners will cross the Indus River via 
the Shashi Bridge and will reach Khomani Chowk at the end, from where the runners will turn 
left. With the Stok range of mountains on the right hand you follow the true left bank of river 
Indus past the Chuchot Imambara towards the scenically located Stakna Monastery perched atop 
a rick shaped like a leaping tiger1.5 kms short of the monastery, the race course takes the Stakna 
road through a fantastic route lined with thick willow bushes across Stakna bridge to reconnect 
back with the Leh-Manali Highway. At the reconnection point, the runners will turn left towards 
Thiksey village. Ahead runners can see the dramatically located Thiksey Monastery covering an 
entire hillside and resembling the Potala Palace of Tibet on the right. The route linked with poplar 
and willow trees continues on the highway past white washed stupas which stand as a contrast 
against the sandy windswept landscape and bright blue skies. All along scenery never ceases to 
mesmerize you. The runners will then reach Druk Padma Karpo School again and will retrace the 
route for the remaining 15 kms. The final stretch of the marathon is a gentle climb and the runners 
will run past the starting point to enter Leh town and finish at NDS Ground.

Cut Off Time 6hr 30min





Finish line and Certification
All participants will be given light packed lunch after finishing their run. At finish line there 
will be Medical team to take care of runners.
Finisher certificate will be available to download within two weeks. 
Race day photos will be available online through our partner, two weeks after the event. 


